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Twenty-first century humans are super-saturated with advertisements. Print media,
billboards, television, radio and the internet constantly bombard viewers with images (and
sounds and text) designed to seduce and sell. These advertising and information distribution
platforms transform viewers into consumers. Much of our contemporary cultural environments
are constructed as primarily channels to sell things. We live in a branded world; various screens
tell us what to buy, magazines distribute content by means of advertising, and the difference
between the news and the marketing campaign is difficult to gauge. This paper will look at how a
conscientious person might orient herself to this cultural environment, and will examine possible
strategies to respond to and reclaim some of her mental space that the media and advertisers have
so relentlessly staked out for themselves.
The type of media and advertisement-saturated world we find ourselves in is not new.
Marshall Mcluhan’s 1951 text The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of Industrial Man recognized the
new mental and cultural environment produced by advertising, entertainment and media; the text
sought to indicate the strategies and aims that the emerging big media employed to sell things.
Mcluhan hoped to reverse some of the process and effects that advertising had on mid 20th
century American minds. Similarly, Guy Debord’s 1967 The Society of the Spectacle critiqued
how late Capitalism produces a type of culture that sells itself by mediated re-presentations of
itself through advertisements, media and images. The type of culture described in his work
produces commodity fetishism; it splits the real and the imaged as the Spectacle juggernaut
consumes and re-presents everything it encounters. After discussing Mcluhan and Debord’s

projects, I will offer a few contemporary strategies that proffer to counter and subvert the all
consuming and encompassing media monster.
One of the broad realizations of my research is that advertising and media has
overpowered so much of our cultural transactions, dominated our private and public spaces, and
consumed our mental and inter / intra-personal relationships, and that these effects of media and
advertising are not strictly “new” or conditions of recent or “contemporary” society. Critics and
writers have commented on this type of media and advertising saturation for three quarters of a
century. Christine Harold quotes Paris art critic Louis Chaeronea, speaking in 1927:
Advertising is in some way an elastic gas, diffuse, perceptible to all our
organs…But we have not been aware of its beauty, latent, profound,
scattered, spontaneous…The first domain of Advertising was the
street…Now it surrounds us, envelops us, it is intimately mingled with our
every step, in our activities, in our relaxation, and its “atmospheric
pressure” is so necessary to us that we no longer feel it (Ourspace 34).

Chaeronea finds himself in the advertised world like the fish that notices the ocean for the first
time; the fish swims in its aquatic environment as 20th century humans swim in their advertised
environments. Similarly, twenty years later, Mcluhan quotes a 1947 Fortune magazine editorial:
The American Citizen lives in a state of siege from dawn till bedtime.
Nearly everything he sees, hears, tastes, touches, and smells is an attempt
to sell him something. Luckily for his sanity he becomes calloused shortly
after diaper-hood; now, to break through his projective shell, the
advertisers must continuously shock, tease, tickle, or irritate him, or wear
him down by the drip-drip-drip or Chinese water-torture method of endless
repetition. Advertising is the handwriting on the wall, the sign in the sky,
the bush that burns regularly every night. No place on earth is
geographically beyond the reach of the hawkers and hucksters; the only
oases of peace … are the darkened sickrooms of the dying where the
customer is not worth bothering… (The Mechanical Bride, 88).

Both Chaeronea the art critic and the Fortune editor describe the very world itself as being
enveloped by advertising; our culturally constructed environments, our city walls, the
newspapers we read in the morning, the radios that take us to and from work in our cars, the
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buildings dressed in billboards and marquis, and our food packaged and branded all present
themselves to the world dressed in images and designs to sell themselves. The world comes to us
branded, and these brandings appear “natural” in the sense that they are products of the world.
We forget that they are constructed by people. The advertisements and media packaging appear
as both constructed and natural. Mcluhan again describes the issue, along with outlining his
strategy for pushing against the advertised world:
Ours is the first age in which many thousands of the best-trained individual
minds have made it a full-time business to get inside the collective public
mind. To get inside in order to manipulate, exploit, control is the object
now…To keep everybody in the helpless state engendered by prolonged
mental rutting is the effect of many ads and much entertainment alike.
Since so many minds are engaged in bringing about this condition of
public helplessness, and since these programs of commercial education are
so much more expensive and influential than the relatively puny offerings
sponsored by schools and colleges, it seemed fitting to devise a method
for reversing the process. Why not use the new commercial education as a
means to enlightening its intended prey? Why not assist the public to
observe consciously the drama which is intended to operate upon it
unconsciously? (1951 v).

The point here is that while the advertised world seems to be a natural product of the world, it is
in fact produced by man. Advertisers and “marketing men” mask their efforts by constructing
totalizing environments. The advertised world is so pervasive that the distinctions between
culture and nature, between constructed and spontaneously generated break down. Our streets are
covered in billboards and commercial signage, our homes are filled with magazines and print
ads, our emails and computer screens blink with advertisements.
When all parts of one’s world are essentially products, how does one begin to react
against the advertised world? Mcluhan believes that a rigorous analysis of various
advertisements and media artifacts will begin to remove the commercial grime from his readers’
eyes. Media is created by people even as it comes to us as part of the world. Advertising is the
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stage, the setting, the room that we find ourselves in, but it is also a room that man has made
himself.
The advertised world has produced docile, exploited, “rutting” consumers where
Mcluhan would like active, reflective and creative thinkers. However, Mcluhan is not trying to
dismantle, attack, or fight against the media assault head on. The media beast is too powerful;
rather, he advocates a type of ironic, critical awareness and detachment that (hopefully) leads to
a greater understanding of how that environment changes its viewers (consumers). Where do
these advertisers find the “original sources” or “inspiration” for their copy? What truths and
mistruths are implicit and explicit in their messages? What sorts of people are produced and reproduce these types of cultural artifacts?
Mcluhan outlines how media in general productively change their users in his 1967 The
Medium is the Massage: An Inventory of Effects:
All media work us over completely. They are so pervasive in their
personal, political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical, and
social consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected,
unaltered. The medium is the massage. Any understanding of social and
cultural change is impossible without a knowledge of the way media work
as environments (1967 26).

The media-built environment is a totality. However, why should we rally against and push back
with such force against the media machine? Perhaps trading our social and private spaces to
advertisers in exchange for better standards of living, more convenient consumer products, and a
never ending supply of new and exciting goods is fair. Further, if the daily assault on our senses
by advertisements is to blame, perhaps rejecting the system outright is not the solution, but
instead regulating what the advertisers are saying is more appropriate. We ought to be more
concerned with eliminating lies and mistruths from advertising; we should worry about the
message of advertisers instead of the various pervasive medias they employ.
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The strength of Mcluhan’s project is that it demonstrates many previously unnoticed
facets of the media environment. Deciding whether or not being advertised from sun-up to
sundown is “good” or “bad” is not really Mcluhan’s aim. Rather, he desires illuminate that such
a process is happening; he wants to point out the various tactics and strategies that advertisers
use not only to persuade us to buy their products, but how such persuasions seep into every other
part of our lives. We begin to internalize the advertisement’s underlying assumptions. Suddenly
we begin to think of ourselves and our relationships as being part of the advertisers game.
The other criticism, that we should regulate or critique the message instead of the total
environment (the media), is handled by Tom Wolfe in “What if he is right?” (in The Pump House
Gang) Wolfe summarizes Mcluhan’s theory thus (emphasis mine):
The new technologies of the electronic age, notably television, radio, the
telephone, and computers, make up a new environment. A new
environment; they are not merely added to some basic human
environment. The idea that these things, TV and the rest, are just tools that
men can use for better or worse depending on their talents and moral
strength-that idea is idiotic to McLuhan. The new technologies, such as
television, have become a new environment. They radically alter the entire
way people use their five senses, the way they react to things, and
therefore, their entire lives and the entire society. It doesn't matter what
the content of a medium like TV is. It doesn't matter if the networks
show twenty hours a day of sadistic cowboys caving in people's teeth
or twenty hours of Pablo Casals droning away on his cello in a pureculture white Spanish drawing room. It doesn't matter about the
content. The most profound effect of television-its real “message,” in
McLuhan's terms -is the way it alters men's sensory patterns. The medium
is the message-that is the best known McLuhanism.

Just as the television or radio completely transform the human environment, wrapping viewers
and listeners up in an electronic, always on envelope, so advertising in general completely
transforms the human environment. The advertised world casts all relationships among humans
and their world as transactions between goods and money, between buying things and being sold
things. In a televised world, everything potentially is projected, everything is potentially on a
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screen; in an advertised world everything is for sale, everything is selling you something and
derives its worth from being bought and sold.
This last point is extended when we look at Christine Harold’s analysis in her chapter
“The Brand Politics of Consuming Publics.” The author argues that no longer are corporations
simply selling products or tangible goods, but are rather in the business of selling brands. She
explains, quoting Naomi Klein’s No Logo, that in the late stages of capitalism in the 1980s big
brands like Nike, Microsoft and Tommy Hilfiger no longer made things, “but images of their
brands. Their real work lay not in manufacturing but in marketing” (xix). Further she explains
how “the referential link between brands and their products is becoming dislodged. In a very real
way, products are the vehicles that deliver their brands to consumers, rather than vice versa”
(xxii). Brands are now emotional products; a company like Nike is not selling shoes, but rather a
carefully crafted, subjective experience — a totally encompassing narrative of what it is like to
own a Nike shoe. Marketers and brand managers are selling experiences; these types of
experiences can only be consumed by buying their particular products. Mcluhan recognized this
in a 1966 CBC interview:
Do you know that most people read ads about things they already own?
They don’t read things to buy them but to feel reassured that they have
already bought the right thing. In other words, they get huge information
satisfaction from ads far more than they do from the product itself. Where
advertising is heading is quite simply into a world where the ad will
become a substitute for the product and all the satisfaction will be derived
informationally from the ad and the product will be merely a number in
some file somewhere (quoted from Benedetti, 162).

Consumers are not really interested in owning things, but rather in owning the mental narrative
of them owning things. They desire, and purchase, images.
It is not simply a matter of whether advertising wears products or products wear
advertisements. Instead what we are seeing is a collapse of the media and the message into a type
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of singularity. The scheme / content division that separates logos and brands on the one hand and
products and goods on the other ceases to be an adequate model for describing late capitalism’s
effects on consumers.
The Mechanical Bride offers dozens of (then) contemporary popular culture artifacts that
Mcluhan arranges as “exhibitions;” he casts his net wide to include advertisements, newspaper
front pages, comic strips and pulp-fiction materials. He reproduces about sixty of these artifacts
and offers for each a few pages of riffing commentary and criticism that probe and question the
material in an attempt to wake up the passive consumer from her somnambulistic wandering. His
project is peppered with puns, aphorisms and pop-culture allusions that a contemporary reader
might have difficulty following. He counters the advertising machine by mimicking the same
peppy “voice” that the marketing men use to sell their dish soaps, nylon stockings, ironing
boards, fizzy drinks and Buicks.
I will briefly describe a few examples from The Mechanical Bride. The most interesting
“exhibits” are those ads that promote media and advertising itself. For example, Mcluhan offers a
print ad for Time Magazine placed in Life Magazine. The ad has a photograph of a news reporter
barreling out of a saloon, putting his hat on his head, with a rolled up newspaper in one pocket
and his eyes gazing out into the world heroically looking for news. The ad’s headline is “A nose
for news—and a stomach for whiskey.” The photograph and headline are accompanied by a
large amount of copy that describes the honest newsman as a dying breed, whose hard drinking
is only surpassed by his hard nose for the facts. The copy likens Time’s dedication to its
readership as that of the old-fashioned newspaper reporter’s similar dedication to the cold, hard
facts (9).
Another ad that is selling media through media is brought to us by the Radio Corporation
of America. This ad is titled “Freedom to LISTEN – Freedom to LOOK.” The ad presents a
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photograph of a Norman Rockwell type prairie family sitting around the kitchen table listening to
the radio. Father has his pipe in hand, Mother is mending a garment, and junior and his brother
are working on school assignments. All four have their heads cocked and are listening intently to
the radio. The ad comes about at a time when television was emerging as a real competitor to
radio; the Radio Corporation of America is aligning itself to the American values of freedom of
information. That is, the RCA is telling its print ad viewers that they can listen, they can look, or
they can choose to do neither. Of course, the RCA has vested interests in the families across
America as being only radio listeners. Mcluhan points out that the “freedoms” the ad promises
are basically the freedom to shut up and listen (20).
Next, Mcluhan reproduces a Kodak Business Films ad that promises to “Dramatize your
sales story…with films.” The print ad’s photo depicts a model in a bubble bath on-screen, with a
trio of silhouetted female viewers watching the show. The ad’s copy says:
For film and films alone enable you to tell your sales story within an
absorbing plot - with the impact of pictures….color…action…sound. A
story that has showmanship—that sells. ……With more and more
products competing for attention, you need a selling medium with
dramatic impact—films. And films are ready. Production, projection, and
distribution technics were never better…and a commercial film producer
is ready to help. Call him in…soon (89).

The ad is selling advertisements to business. It also is making its viewers nervous that electronic,
technological innovation (and sales!) are speeding past him. Earlier in the text, Mcluhan quotes
“a film expert, speaking of the value of the movie medium for selling North to South America.”
The gist of the film expert’s statement works just as well for Kodak’s business films: “The
propaganda value of this simultaneous audio-visual impression is very high, for it standardizes
thought by supplying the spectator with a ready-made visual image before he has time to conjure
up an interpretation of his own” (vi). The advertiser is literally beaming messages of its products
into the minds of its viewers. In the Kodak film example, advertising is not simply selling a
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product like soap, soft drinks, or shoes, but it is selling itself. It is using ready made images to
sell itself.
Finally, Mcluhan selects an ad for “The Nielsen Audimeter” in a chapter he titles
“Market Research.” The audimeter is a “graphic recording instrument installed in a radio
receiver in a scientifically selected radio home. By recording every twist of the dial, every
minute of the day or night, the Audimeter obtains precious radio data not available through any
other means” (48). The ad shows a photograph of the machine with its outer casing removed to
present the viewer with a view of all of the intricate internal machinery and mechanisms. Below
is a domestic shot of a grandmother crocheting an afghan, happily listening to her radio programs
while the Nielsen Audimteer “operates silently and unseen.” Finally the ad presents an
illustration of the Nielson Audimeter’s ticker tape of all of grandma’s radio habits including her
“hunting” for channels, 11 minutes of Drama programming on WBBM, 49 minutes of music,
sports and news on WGN, and 13 minutes of “story” on WMAQ. Mcluhan quips that this device
is the marketing genius’ counterpart to the “secret microphone installed for political reasons. It is
the mechanical sleuth which eventually pieces together the radio habits of a household into a
single chart-image” (48). This ad not only represents media selling itself to consumers, but
demonstrates media’s informational gathering operation. The record of grandma’s radio habits of
course will be used to develop more specific content and programming to beam into grandma’s
house, the ultimate result of which is to better sell advertisements to consumers.
A decade and a half later, Guy Debord published The Society of the Spectacle. His
realizations were similar to those of 1951 Mcluhan. However Debord both phrased his work
differently and wrote in an altogether “darker” voice than the somewhat cagey or ironic
Mcluhan. While Mcluhan (seemed) to revel in modern advertising, later going on to appear on
multiple television programs and garner high consulting fees from some of the largest
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corporations in the world, Debord’s work would find itself move off the page and onto the
graffitti’d streets of the 1968 student riots (Harold 4-6).
The Society of the Spectacle is comprised of 221 theses or tracts that altogether describe
the various social, psychological, political and economic conditions that give rise to a type of
culture that produces (and is produced by) what Debord understands as “The Spectacle.” The
first four theses are below:
1. The whole life of those societies in which modern conditions of
production prevail presents itself as an immense accumulation of
spectacles. All that once was directly lived has become mere
representation.
2. Images detached from every aspect of life merge into a common stream,
and the former unity of life is lost forever. Apprehended in a partial way,
reality unfolds in a new generality as a pseudo world apart, solely as an
object of contemplation. The tendency toward the specialization of
images-of-the-world finds its highest expression in the world of the
autonomous image, where deceit deceives itself. The spectacle in its
generality is a concrete inversion of life, and, as such, the autonomous
movement of non-life.
3. The spectacle appears at once as society itself, as a part of society and
as a means of unification. As a part of society, it is that sector where all
attention, all consciousness, converges. Being isolated — and precisely for
that reason — this sector is the locus of illusion and false consciousness;
the unity it imposes is merely the official language of generalized
separation.
4. The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social
relationship between people that is mediated by images.

Mcluhan and Debord link up most forcefully along the first and fourth theses. Mcluhan describes
modern, technological man’s world as a constructed environment, built primarily by advertising
and media. His work in The Mechanical Bride dealt not simply with images, but with the subtext and the “folklore” that the image driven advertisements produced and drew inspiration from.
Modern man experiences his existence mediated by advertising, films and radio. It is not a
coincidence that much of the advertisements Mcluhan examines create a nostalgic atmosphere;
the ads construct a type of experience that all of its readers are familiar with, can align with their
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own personal histories, and can share with other members of their society. The Spectacle, as
instantiated through, for example, these nostalgic advertisements, creates an illusory and false
sort of mental space, in order to sell products that only get their real value through the illusions
attached to them through branding.
Debord and the situationists (the avant-garde group the writer aligned himself with in the
50s and 60s) do offer prescriptive action to act against The Spectacle. For our purposes the most
important is the act of détournement, translated as “detour, diversion, hijacking, embezzlement,
corruption or misappropriation (Harold 7). These detours in the 1960s took the forms of graffiti,
“remixing” popular cultural iconography, or creative writing and satirical essays. They share
many of the same strategies and tactics of deconstruction, often working directly in the streets
and on the advertisements and communication platforms that they sought to detour. One
important notion is that to the situationists it is not simply enough to tell The Spectacle “no,” to
negate The Spectacle’s message by insisting upon the contrary; rather, they wished to subvert
The Spectacles message by turning that message against itself using the original message’s
tropes and design (Harold 7-8). For example, Debord produced a film of the same name of his
book, reading his text in a lengthy monologue over found and appropriated image and movies
from popular culture and newsreels. He was diverting the original, intended meaning of the films
and pieces of The Spectacle by remixing them to his own ends.
Harold points out that various products of détournement might be consumed and
appropriated by The Spectacle itself. She offers as example the 2002 video game State of
Emergency; this PlayStation game depicts players as rioters or riot police in a simulated
environment that eerily looks like the 1968 Paris riots, or the more contemporary WTO 1999
riots. The original, authentic revolutionary act of the riots has been transformed into a product of
The Spectacle, to be sold and consumed as a vicarious image. Any acts against The Spectacle, if
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amplified loudly enough to a large enough audience, risk becoming just another fracturing image
of The Spectacle.
We find contemporary artists and activists engaged in practices similar to 1960’s
détournement. The first example is Barbara Kruger, whose typographical work is informed by
her previous work as an editorial designer for Conde Nast magazines. Kruger’s work looks like
what we consider “advertising,” with its various design and type decisions, but it very obviously
is critiquing advertising and big media’s general consumerist goals. Her work variously declares,
“I Shop therefore I am” and “Its all about me, I mean you, I mean me” while helping to sell
magazines which sustain themselves through advertising. Kruger admits that “One thing I
learned working at magazines was that if you couldn’t get people to look at a page or a cover,
then you were fired. It was all about how you create arresting works, and by arresting I mean
stop people, even for a nano-second” (Kruger Interview). She knows how to play by The
Spectacles rules even as she critiques it. In the same interview she is asked “How the language of
advertising will still be channeled into our consciousness and define us,” and she responds, “I
think that’s already there on a certain level. I don’t think it’s subliminal so much though – it
doesn’t have to be anymore. As subjects, the readers and lookers are far more passive than they
used to be, so it can be forthright and people will just do it. I think the big challenge is whether
it’s possible for young people today, or even older people, to experience the world without
looking through a lens or looking at a screen.” This statement here begs the question, is there a
world that is not mediated by a screen, by a lens, or by a collection of images re-presented to us
by The Spectacle.
John Carpenter’s 1988 cult film They Live! stars Roddy “Rowdy” Piper (of professional
wrestling fame) as a drifter who accidently discovers a pair of sunglasses that allow him to see
the “real” message being transmitted by advertising and media. The messages are being
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distributed by aliens who have, from behind the scenes, conquered earth through paying off their
human collaborators. The graphical similarities between They Live! and Kruger's work are
striking; one part of The Spectacle feeds and informs other parts. In the film advertisements for
consumer products, when viewed through the magic glasses, reveal their true, simple messages
to “CONSUME, SLEEP, OBEY, REPRODUCE, CONFORM, STAY ASLEEP.” Forty years
after The Mechanical Bride a (relatively) mainstream movie is proffering Mcluhan’s original
thesis. They Live! makes explicit the Mcluhanian notion that advertising’s real message is “to
keep everybody in the helpless state engendered by prolonged mental rutting,” to buy products,
stay asleep and conform.
Adbusters Magazine (and its Media Foundation) is an activist publication that seeks to
short-circuit The Spectacle. It claims to be the “Journal of the mental environment” and is filled
with various articles on media, design and politics. It produces various parody advertisements it
calls “subvertisements,” and its Media Foundation has tried with little success to publish these
campaigns on various mainstream media outlets and television stations (Lasn 30-33). These
subvertisements are 21st century détournements in that they use the same design, format and
graphics of the corporations they are trying to subvert, however with inverted and at times ironic
messages. For example the subvertisement for “Joe Chemo” makes “explicit the easy link
between cigarette smoking and cancer...performing a kind of rhetorical jujitsu, using the power
of the tobacco giant against itself” (Harold 36-37). Other examples of subversive maneuvers
against The Spectacle offered by Adbusters include the international campaigns “Buy Nothing
Day” (which takes place on the consumer orgiastic Black Friday) and “Turn Your TV Off for a
Week.” Both of these campaigns were ostensibly organized by Adbusters, but later turned into
(seemingly) grassroots movements. They are both different from traditional boycotts against
specific organizations or corporations, in that they seek to boycott the entirety of the consumer-
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media Spectacle. Adbusters “Buy Nothing Day” campaign was unanimously rejected airtime by
all of the major television networks. NBC said that the Buy Nothing Day ad was “inimical to our
legitimate business interests,” CBS claimed that they “don’t sell airtime for issue ads because
that would allow the people with the financial resources to control public policy,” as well as
describing the ad as being “in opposition to the current economic policy in the United States”
(Lasn 32-33).
Someone from Adbusters, or Mcluhan himself, would of course counter the major
network’s admonishments by pointing out that corporate advertisements themselves are actively
and productively creating “public policy.” Further, where the line between “news” and
“advertising” really is drawn is suspect. My interview with Justin Burton, a news assignment
editor for a Portland television station, revealed how the news media and advertising were
inextricably linked. Local or national news affiliates are financed through advertising, and the
networks and news outlets create “content” that is interspersed between advertisements. Further,
his news station has its own in house production department that can produce commercials for
local businesses. Burton points out that “the whole purpose of the news is to report objectively
and inform people,” but recognizes how the relationship between sales and stories has the
potential to make that objectivity “cloudy.”
Adbusters does not have universal support among the various guerrilla artists and
activists working to subvert The Spectacle. The Billboard Liberation Front cheekily describes
Adbusters as “run by Media Studies hacks and design student interns who dream of running to a
comfy agency job the minute the bill from Miami Ad School comes
(http://www.billboardliberation.com/2007/08/14/completely-unfocused/).” The BLF sees
Adbusters, with their sleek design, expensive production and hip anti-establishment ethic as
being too closely aligned with The Spectacle. In Mcluhan’s jargon, Adbusters’ and the
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advertisements they parody or subvert are both instantiations of the same media. It makes no
difference if they are selling cigarettes or selling the dangers of cigarettes, both institutions are
part of the same all-encompassing media environment. They are both producing magazines, or
television commercials, and the total environmental effects of each are the same.
The BLF’s manifesto (http://www.billboardliberation.com/manifesto.html) claims that
the Ad is now king, philosopher and god:
It is now clear that the Ad holds the most esteemed position in our
cosmology.... Advertising suffuses all corners of our waking lives; it so
permeates our consciousness that even our dreams are often
indistinguishable from a rapid succession of TV commercials...Entirely
new media have been invented solely to streamline the process of bringing
the Ad to the people...You can switch off/smash/shoot/hack or in other
was avoid Television, Computers and Radio. You are not compelled to
buy magazines or subscribe to newspapers.”

However, the one “ubiquitous and inescapable” method of advertising is the Billboard; their
manifesto claims that their “ultimate goal is nothing short of a personal and singular Billboard
for each citizen,” and until such a day they “will continue to do all in our power to their own
design.” Thus their website logs images of re-appropriated, commandeered, remixed, vandalized
and altered billboards. Instead of using print or televised media to make advertisements that look
identical to the objects of their détournement, with just an altered message, they use the ready
made and invasive billboard to make entirely new messages. Their billboard liberations range
from removing pieces of text from the billboard to change their meaning to painting entirely
different scenes unrelated to the original ad.
Even if one argues that the effects of an all consuming culturally constructed media and
advertisement based world is not necessarily “negative” or “bad,” one must concede that
recognizing the built media world is a positive. That is to say, one might accept the premise that
our 20th and 21st century world is all consumed (and produced) by media, but reject the
argument that follows that individuals living (and being actively formed) by such a society is
15

inherently detrimental. It might just turn out that the benefits of consumer goods, entertainment
programming and instant news media might outweigh the detrimental effects of turning the
entire world into a stage for selling these things to ourselves. However, it is more likely the case
that such a world limits creativity, stifles imagination, and creates relationships among people
and their environments that are hollow, soulless, and that have always already been programmed
into a screen or on an ad. That is to say, the advertised, mediated world has created artificial
limits on how people think and react, and these limits are primarily driven by consumer market
demands.
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